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SECTION I 
GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION (See Figure 1-1) 

The Programmable System Status Monitor (PSSM) is a microprocessor based unit 
that manages the switching of control responsibilities between a normal and 
standby computer system. The unit monitors asynchronous serial transmissions 
from each computer and responds with current system status to update each 
computer. Lack of communication or improper messages from either the on-line 
or off-line computer cause a failure condition to be declared. Failure of an 
on-line computer may initiate a transfer sequence, assuming the other computer 
is available to take over control responsibility. Options are provided to 
allow for either fully automatic or manual transfer operations. 

1.2 COMPONENTS (See Figures 1-2, 1-3) 

1.2.1 Assembly 

The PSSM is housed in a roll-out drawer assembly designed for installation in a 
standard 19 inch equipment rack. Internal components are accessible when the 
drawer is extended; the cover remains in the rack. The microprocessor (CPU) 
printed circuit board is hinged for maintenance access to the lower digital I/0 
interface board. The digital I/0 interface is attached to the base of the 
drawer. A hinged retainer bar is provided to secure the output modules which 
plug into the interface board. The power switch and a fuse are located on the 
front panel of unit. 

Front panel indicators include a 16-character alphanumeric LED display and 24 
discrete LEDs. The alpanumeric display is logically divided into two 8-
character displays. As viewed from the front, the left-hand portion displays 
text messages reflecting the state of the normal control computer (CPU A) while 
the right-hand portion reflects the state of the standby control computer (CPU 
B). The state of each digital input and output is indicated with 16 discrete 
LEDs. The eight remaining reflect current operating status of the control 
computers as well as the PSSM itself. 

Rear panel connections are provided for communication, control, and power. 
These include two industry-standard 25-pin "D" style connectors, two 28-way 
te.rminal blocks for digital outputs, one 24-way terminal block for digital 
inputs, and a 5-pin (male) socket for power input. The terminal blocks are 
directly attached to the digital I/0 interface board. The two "D" connectors 
are used for serial communications with the CPU "A" (Jl) and CPU "B" (J2) 
control computers. 

A power converter module is mounted on the right-hand side within the drawer. 
The PSSM is available with either an ac/dc or de/de converter. The converter 
is used to provide regulated +S, +12, and -12 voltages to power the internal 
electronics and communication interfaces. 

PSSM part no. N451573-2101 is designed for ac power input, while part no. 
N451573-2201 is designed for de power input (refer section 1.3.2). 

6473, p. 1-1 
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1.2.2 ~icroprocessor Printed Circuit Board (N451657-2701) 

The m~croprocessor board within the unit makes logical decisions based on pre
programmed instructions, contained in a replaceab,;.e EPRO~! memory device. DIP 
switches and jumpers are used to select various operating parameters, options, 
and ha=dware configurations. While some integrated circuit devices are 
socketed, the board is typically serviced in the field by board replacement. 

1.2.2.1 Microprocessor 

The microprocessor component is a Motorola 68A09 8/16 bit device operating at 
1.5 MHz. It is installed in socket ICl. 

1.2.2.2 Memory 

Both EPROM (Erasable/Programmable Read Only Memory) and RAM (Random Access 
Memory) IC devices are required for operation of the unit. Each such device 
has a capacity of 8K bytes. The EPROM is pre-programmed with instructions for 
the microprocessor while the RAM serves as read/write memory for run-time data 
storage. 

A maximum of 64K bytes of memory may be installed on the board. IC9 must 
always contain a RAM IC, while IC16 must always contain the designated EPROM. 
Memory sockets IClO through IC15 are not used and are not required to contain 
IC devices. 

1.2.2.3 Communication Adapters 

Three 6551 ACIAs (Asynchronous Communication Interface Adapters) are provided 
for serial communications. The devices in sockets IC28 and IC29 are used to 
communicate with the normal and standby control computers, respectively. The 
device in socket IC27 is not supported in the PSSM application of this 
microprocessor board. 

1.2.2.4 Communication Interfaces 

The ACIA devices in sockets IC28 and IC29 are interfaced to connectors CONl and 
CON2 on the microprocessor board (Jl and J2 externally) with Fairchild 9636 and 
9637 EIA level drivers. These drivers convert the communication signals 
between 5 volt TTL logic and EIA line levels. 

The 9636 device in position IC33 drives the DTR signal for both Jl and J2, 
while those in position IC32 and IC36 drive the TXD and RTS signals for Jl and 
J2 respectively. The 9637 devices in positions IC34 and IC37 buffer the RXD 
and DCD signals for Jl and J2 respectively, while those in positions IC35 and 
IC38 buffer the DSR and CTS signals for Jl and J2 respectively. 

6473, p. l-5 



1.2.2.5 Programmable Timers 

Two 6840 programmable timers are available for use by the pre-prograrrnned 
application logic to provide a timebase for various functions. These devices 
are installed in sockets IC24 and IC25 and operate at the system clock speed of 
1.5 MHz. Each device contains three independent timers and may interrupt the 
microprocessor on the FIRQ line. The device in socket IC25 provides a timer 
output for use by the internal watchdog circuit. 

1.2.2.6 Internal Watchdog Circuit 

The internal watchdog circuit primarily consists of a free running counter 
(operating at 1.8 MHz) that is periodically reset by an output from an onboard 
programmable timer. A single output from this counter is gated with the 
onboard reset switch. Either input to the gate going low forces the board 
reset line to be taken low. With the reset signal asserted, LEDl on the 
microprocessor board will be lit. 

The application logic is responsible for control of the timer output that 
resets the counter. In the event the logic fails to control the timer, or the 
timer output fails to reset the counter, the triggering of the watchdog circuit 
will force the microprocessor to initialize itself and restart the application 
logic. 

1.2.2.7 Programmable DIP Switches 

DIP switches SW7, SW8, and SW9 select operating parameters and characteristics. 
Refer to section 2.6 for specific programming information. 

DIP switches SWl through SW6 select whether or not battery back-up is supplied 
to the memory devices in sockets IClO through IC16. The standard position for 
these switches is the EPROM position. Unless directed otherwise for a 
particular application these switches must be placed in the standard position. 
Under no circumstances should a switch be placed in the RAM position while an 
EPROM is installed in the associated memory socket. 

1.2.2.8 Jumpers 

There are eight 2-position jumpers that select various hardware configurations. 
Refer to section 2.6 for the standard positions of these jumpers in the PSSM 
application of the microprocessor board. 

6473, p. 1-6 



1.2.3 Digita: I/0 Interfa~e Board (N451657-3901) 

The digital interface board provides the microprocessor with a physical 
interface to the digital inputs and outputs as well as the alphanumeric display 
and discrete status LEDs. Eight sockets (12-way, MODl through MODS) are 
mounted along the right-hand side of the board to accept plug-in output 
modules. 

Connection to the microprocessor board is through a SO-conductor ribbon cable 
attached at the left side of both boards. Connection to t~e display beard is 
through a 52-way connector mounted in the forward center area. All components 
on this board are socketed and serviced by replacement. 

1.2.3.1 Peripheral Interface Adapter 

The Motorola 6821 PIA (Peripheral Interface Adapter) resides in socket IC14. 
Its functions are to buffer the digital inputs to allow the microprocessor to 
read them and to drive the discrete status LEDs on the right-hand side of the 
front panel. 

1.2.3.2 Digital Output Latch Driver 

The 7310J output latch driver resides in socket IC19. This device drives the 
digital output modules and associated discrete OUTPUT LEDs. The LEDs are 
located in the center of the front panel. 

1.2.3.3 Digital Input Circuits 

Each digital input circuit is connected to the PIA device (IC14) through an 
HllLl optical isolator. There are eight of these devices located in sockets 
IC2 through IC9. The INPUT LEDs, located on the left-hand side of the front 
panel, reflect the state of each input as seen by the PIA. 

1.2.4 Alphanumeric Display (N451657-4101) 

The alphanumeric display is a plug-in board installed in the digital I/0 
interface board. It is secured with screws to the inside of the front panel. 
There are no socketed components on the board, and it is therefore serviced by 
board replacement. 

1.2.5 Relay Output Module (N451657-3701) 

This digital output module may be installed in sockets MODl through MODS as 
determined by application requirements. The module incorporates a single 
mercury-wetted relay with two form-C contacts. This part must be ordered 
separately. It is not included under the general PSSM part numbers. 

6473, p. 1-7 



1.2.6 Status LEDs (See Figure 1-3) 

There are 24 discrete LEDs on the front panel of the PSSM, arranged in three 
groups of eight. The INPUT gro,.lp indicates the current state of the digital 
inputs, while the OUTPUT group indicates the current state of the digital 
outputs. The remaining group indicates ON-LINE , READY, and FAILED conditions 
for the normal (CPU A) and standby (CPU B) computers. Automatic transfer 
enabled and power is also indicated in this LED group. 

1.2.7 Reset Switch 

A reset switch is inside the drawer on the right-hand side, between the power 
supply and power switch. 

1.3 SPECIFICATIONS 

1.3.1 Physical/Mechanical 

Dimensions: 

Mounting: 

Access: 

Connections: 

Temperature Range: 

W = 19", D = 14", H = 5" 

Standard 19" equipment rack 

Roll-out drawer 

Two 25-pin "D" connectors (male): 

Jl: Normal control computer 
(CPU A) 

J2: Standby control computer 
(CPU B) 

Two 28-way terminal blocks for digital 
outputs. 

One 24-way terminal block for digital 
inputs. 

One 5-pin (male) plug for input power 

-40 to +70 deg. C 

6473, p. 1-8 



1.3.2 Zlectrical/Electronic 

Po· .. , ,r Input: 

Converter Module Output: 

Fuse: 

Digital Outputs: 

Relay Output Module: 

Digital Inputs: 

Unit N451573-2101: 

95 to 130 Vac, (120 Vac nom.), 
47 to .:,.1Q Hz, 0. 75 amps (max.). 

Unit N451573-2201: 

12 to 36 Vdc, 7.5 amps (nax.), 5% 
ripple (maximum) 

+5 Vdc, +12 Vdc, -12 Vdc 

Unit N45573-2101: 

1. 0 A, 250 Vdc 

Unit N451573-2201: 

7.5 A, 32 Vdc 

Total of 8 available, each requires 
individual plug-in relay output module. 
Four are pulse delivery, with fixed 
duration of 2 seconds. Four are 
constant delivery. 

Two form-C contacts, 500 V (max.), 
2 amps (max.), 100 VA (max.) resistive 
load. 

INPUTS 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5: 

Turn on voltage (logic 1): 
7.0 Vdc, ± 1.5 Vdc (min.) 

Turn off voltage (logic 0): 
4.0 Vdc ± 1.5 Vdc 

Maximum voltage input: 32 Vdc 

INPUTS 6, 7, and 8: 

Turn on voltage (logic 1): 
2.2 Vdc ± 0.2 Vdc (min.) 

Turn off voltage (logic 0): 
1.75 Vdc ± 0.2 Vdc 

Maximum voltage input: 24 Vdc 

6473, p. 1-9 



Serial Communication: 

Supported baud rates: 

Word format: 

Asynchronous, EIA RS-232C compatible 

150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, and 
9600 

1 start bit 
8 data bits with optional parity 
1 stop bit. 

DIP switch selectable parity options 
for none, even, or odd. 

6473, p. 1-10 



SECTION II 
INSTALLATION AND ADJUSTMENT 

2.1 MOUNTING AND ENVIRONMENT 

The PSSM is designed for mounting in a standard 19 inch equipment rack or any 
fixture that allows attach.~ent on the front flanges of the housing. Mount the 
unit as level as possible and keep it away from sources of extreme heat, 
vibration, corrosion or potential impact damage. The operating temperature 
range of the unit is -40 to +70 deg. C. It does not require positive 
ventilation. Allow sufficient space above the drawer so that the 
microprocessor board may be fully raised on its hinges when the drawer is 
extended. Before installing the unit, examine it for any damage that might 
have occurred in shipment, such as loose or separated components, broken wire 
or terminals, impact damage, etc. Minor problems may be repaired in the field, 
however, if the damage is extensive, the unit may be returned to US&S for 
repair or replacement. Call 1-800-652-7276 for return instructions. 

2.2 POWER INPUT AND GROUNDING (See Figure 2-1) 

Both the ac and de converter models of the PSSM are supplied power through the 
5-pin (male) plug located at the rear of the unit. The pin-out of this plug is 
the same for all units and provides independent connections for ac and de power 
input. The only difference between the two models is the type of converter and 
power cable used. Each unit is supplied with an appropriate 10 foot power 
cable. Filtering is not normally required on the input power. The three wires 
of the de power cable should be twisted to minimize noise. 

CAUTION 

FOR PROPER APPLICATION AND OPERATION, POWER TO THE UNIT 
SHOULD NOT NORMALLY BE INTERRUPTED. PROVISIONS SHOULD BE 
MADE FOR POWER INTERRUPTIONS TO PERFORM MAINTENANCE ON THE 
UNIT. OTHERWISE, EQUIPMENT DAMAGE AND/OR UNRELIABLE 
OPERATION MAY RESULT. REFER TO SECTION III FOR THE 
RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE. 

The PSSM drawer and the digital I/0 interface ground plane should be grounded 
to minimize possible induced noise. Post A-28 (28-way CONNECTOR A, located at 
the rear of the unit) should be connected to the unit ground stud (located 
below the power plug) with *16 gauge wire. Use a minimum of *6 wire to connect 
the unit ground stud to the rack prime ground stud or directly to earth ground. 
Keep these wires as short as possible with as few bends as possible. 

6473, p. 2-1 
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2.3 SERIAL I/0 CASL~ CONNECTIONS (See Table 2-1 and Figu~e 2-2) 

DB-25 connectors Jl and J2, located at the rear of the uuit, provide an RS-232C 
compatible interface to the CPU "A" and CPU "B" control computers. The use of 
shielded cables is recommended. 

Only signals TXD, RXD, and SIGNAL COMMON are required for proper 
implementation. Input signals CTS, DCD, and DSR are internally asserted if not 
connected. The output signals RTS and DTR are available from the PSSM. 

CAUTION 

IF CONNECTED, INPUT SIGNALS CTS, DCD, AND DSR MUST 
ALWAYS BE DRIVEN TO RS-232C LEVELS. THE UNIT WILL NOT 
OPERATE IF THESE SIGNALS ARE DRIVEN OR STRAPPED TO 
SIGNAL COMMON. 

Table 2-1. RS-232C Compatible Interface Specifications 

SIGNAL PIN STATE VOLTAGE DIRECTION 

TXD 2 MARK -3 TO -15 OUTPUT 
TRANSMIT DATA SPACE +3 TO +15 

RXD 3 MARK -3 TO -15 INPUT 
RECEIVE DATA SPACE +3 TO +15 

RTS 4 OFF -3 TO -15 OUTPUT 
REQUEST TO SEND ON +3 TO +15 

CTS 5 OFF -3 TO -15 INPUT 
CLEAR TO SEND ON +3 TO +15 

DSR 6 OFF -3 TO -15 INPUT 
DATA SET READY ON +3 TO +15 

SIGNAL COMMON 7 --- 0 ---
DCD 8 OFF -3 TO -15 INPUT 
DATA CARRIER DETECT ON +3 TO +15 

DTR 20 OFF -3 TO -15 OUTPUT 
DATA TERMINAL READY ON +3 TO +15 

NOTES: 
1) VOLTAGES REFERENCED TO SIGNAL COMMON 

2) DATA STATE IS UNDEFINED IN TRANSITIONAL REGION 
BETVEEN -3 AND +3 VOLTS. 
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2.4 DIGITAL OUTPUTS (See Table 2-2) 

Connections to the digital output ~odules are available through terminal blocks 
CONNECTOR A and CONNECTOR B located at the rear of the unit. These blocks are 
designed to accept up to fl6 gauge wire. Approximately 1/4 inch of insulation 
should be stripped from the wire for proper contact within the terminal clasps. 

The relay output module provides two form-C contacts rated up to 500 volts at 2 
amperes. Six terminals are provided for each output module. The modules 
themselves do not require any configuration and are insta~.~ed in the eight 12-
way sockets that are mounted on the right-hand side of the digital I/0 
interface board. The sockets are keyed to ensure that the component side of 
the module faces toward the front of the drawer. 

For maintenance purposes, external wiring for outputs 1 through 4 should 
provide the capability to manually disconnect the relay output modules from the 
associated control circuits. These circuits should be disconnected when power 
is first applied to the unit. Refer to section 3.2 for the recommended power
up procedure. 

2.4.1 Transfer to CPU A (OUTPUT 1) 

Control of external switching equipment to transfer control to the normal 
computer (CPU A) is available through output module 1. This output is 
momentarily activated when system control is to be transferred. 

2.4.2 Transfer to CPU B (OUTPUT 2) 

Control of external switching equipment to transfer control to the standby 
computer (CPU B) is available through output module 2. This output is 
momentarily activated when system control is to be transferred. 

2.4.3 Reset CPU A {OUTPUT 3) 

Optional reset of a failed normal computer may be accomplished through output 
module 3. If the option is enabled, this output may be momentarily activated 
when system control is automatically transferred to the standby computer by the 
PSSM. 

2.4.4 Reset CPU B {OUTPUT 4) 

Optional reset of a failed standby computer may be accomplished through output 
module 4. If the option is enabled, this output may be momentarily activated 
when system control is automatically transferred to the normal computer by the 
PSSM. 
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2.4.5 CPU A Ready (OUTPUT 5) 

Output module 5 repeats the CPU A ready indication (ROY) on the front panel of 
the unit. This output is activated when the LED is illuminated and de
activated when the LED is dark. The output is provided to drive an external 
indication for CPU A ready and its use is optional. 

2.4.6 CPU B Ready {OUTPUT 6) 

Output module 6 repeats the CPU Bready indication {ROY) on the front panel of 
the unit. This output is activated when the LED is illuminated and de
activated when the LED is dark. The output is provided to drive an external 
indication for CPU Bready and its use is optional. 

2.4.7 CPU A Failed {OUTPUT 7) 

Output module 7 repeats the CPU A failed indication (FAIL) on the front panel 
of the unit. This output is activated when the LED is illuminated and de
activated when the LED is dark. The output is provided to drive an external 
indication for CPU A failed and its use is optional. 

2.4.8 CPU B Failed (OUTPUT 8) 

output module 8 repeats the CPU B failed indication (FAIL) on the front panel 
of the unit. This output is activated when the LED is illuminated and de
activated when the LED is dark. The output is provided to drive an external 
indication for CPU B failed and its use is optional. 

Table 2-2. Digital output Module Terminal Assignments 

RELAY OUTPUT MODULE 
CONTACT 

SET 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

FRONT A-10 A-4 A-16 A-22 B-4 B-10 B-16 B-22 
BACK A-11 A-5 A-17 A-23 B-5 B-11 B-17 B-23 
HEEL A-12 A-6 A-18 A-24 B-6 B-12 B-18 B-24 

FRONT A-9 A-3 A-15 A-21 B-3 B-9 B-15 B-21 
BACK A-8 A-2 A-14 A-20 B-2 B-8 B-14 B-20 
HEEL A-7 A-1 A-13 A-19 B-1 B-7 B-13 B-19 
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2.5 D:CGITAL INPUTS (See Tab:!.e 2-3) 

Connections to t'-e digital inputs are available through terminal block 
CONNECTOR C locac~d at the rear of the unit. The block is designed to accept 
up to fl6 gauge ~,ire. Approximately 1/4 inch of insulation should be stripped 
from the wire for proper contact within the terminal clasps. Two terminals are 
required for each input: INPUT+ and INPUT-. 

No configuration is required for operation of the optically isolated inputs. 
For consistenency in a PSSM application, it is recommended that the maximum 
voltage to any input does not exceed 24 Vdc, even though specifications allow a 
higher voltage on some inputs. 

2.5.1 CPU A On-line (INPUT 1) 

The position of external switching equipment to allow control by the normal 
computer system is indicated through input 1. The LED is illuminated any time 
that switching equipment is in the normal or CPU A position, energizing the 
input circuit. The PSSM examines this input only on power-up or reset to 
determine whether or not CPU A is to be on-line. 

2.5.2 CPU B On-line (INPUT 2) 

The position of external switching equipment to allow control by the standby 
computer system is indicated through input 2. The LED is illuminated any time 
that switching equipment is in the standby or CPU B position, energizing the 
input circuit. The PSSM examines this input only on power-up or reset to 
determine whether or not CPU Bis to be on-line. 

2.5.3 Transfer to CPU A (INPUT 3) 

Manual transfer of control to the normal computer is available through INPUT 3. 
Transfer occurs regardless of the state of either computer. This is a normally 
open, or de-energized, input with a momentary closure, or energization, 
required to initiate the transfer. The LED is normally dark and is illuminated 
only when the function is activated through an external pushbutton circuit. 

2.5.4 Transfer to CPU B (INPUT 4) 

Manual transfer of control to the standby computer is available through INPUT 
4. Transfer occurs regardless of the state of either computer. This is a 
normally open, or de-energized, input with a momentary closure, or 
energization, required to initiate the transfer. The LED is norma:.ly dark and 
is illuminated only when the function is activated through an exte=~al 
pushbutton circuit. 
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2.5.5 CPU A Ready (INPUT 5) 

The PSSM provides an option that requires manual intervention to place an off
line computer into a ready state. Automatic transfer of control may only occur 
if the off-line computer is ready to take over control. Manually enabling the 
normal computer to a ready state may be accomplished through input 5. This is 
a normally open, or de-energized, input with a momentary closure, or 
energization, required to initiate the function. The LED is normally dark and 
is illuminated only when the function is activated through an external 
pushbutton circuit. 

2.5.6 CPU B Ready (INPUT 6) 

The PSSM provides an option that requires manual intervention to place an off
line computer into a ready state. Automatic transfer of control may only occur 
,if the off-line computer is ready to take over control. Manually enabling the 
standby computer to a ready state may be accomplished through input 6. This is 
a normally open, or de-energized, input with a momentary closure, or 
energization, required to initiate the function. The LED is normally dark and 
is illuminated only when the function is activated through an external 
pushbutton circuit. 

2.5.7 Automatic Transfer Enable (INPUT 7) 

Automatic transfer of control is enabled and disabled through input 7. The LED 
is illuminated any time that automatic transfer is enabled, energizing the 
input circuit. The LED is dark any time that automatic transfer is disabled. 
This input is intended for use with a toggle or key switch for dynamic 
operation. 

Table 2-3. Digital Input Terminal Assignments 

INPUTS: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

INPUT+ C-1 C-3 C-5 C-7 C-9 C-11 C-13 C-15 

INPUT - C-2 C-4 C-6 C-8 C-10 C-12 C-14 C-16 
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2. 6 MICR.O?ROCESSOR BOARD CONFIGURATION ( See Fig•.2re 2-3) 

'!'he microprocessor board contains eight 2-position jumpers and nine Dil? switch 
packs to select various hardwar~ configurations and operating parameters. Dil? 
switches SWl, SW2, SW3, SW4, SWS, and SW6 must be placed the EPROM position 
unless directed otherwise for a specific application. The jumpers and DIP 
switch packs SW7, SWB, and SW9 are discussed in the following sections. 

2.6.l Jumper Configuration 

Unless directed otherwise for a specific PSSM application, all PSSM 
ar;,lications require all jumpers on the microprocessor board to be installed in 
standard positions. Table 2-4 describes the function of each jumper and 
denotes i~s standard position. 

Table 2-4. Jumper Configuration 

JUMPER OPT FUNCTION 

Jl A-B ENABLE RAM BATTERY BACKUP 
J2 B-C INTERNAL RTS OFF-LINE 
J3 B-C INTERNAL DSR OFF-LINE 
J4 A-B CONl CONFIGURED FOR RS-232C 
JS B-C FRAME-GROUND I COMMUNICATION COMMON ISOLATED 
J6 B-C FRAME GROUND I OV BUS ISOLATED 
J7 B-C CONl PASSIVE CURRENT LOOP (J4 B-C) 
J8 A-B VATCHDOC RESET ENABLED 

2.6.2 Dil? Switch Selectable Options (See Figure 2-4) 

DIP switches SW7, SW8, and SW9 are used to select conununication and operating 
parameters. Unless noted otherwise, the PSSM must be reset for any changes to 
take effect. Any reserved or unused switches should be placed in the closed 
position. DIP switches SWl through SW6 should be all be set in the EPROM 
position. 

2.6.2.1 Baud Rate Selection (See Figure 2-5) 

The baud rate used by the PSSM to conununicate with both the normal and standby 
computer systems must be programmed using SW7:l, SW7:2, SW7:3, and SW7:4. 
Programming is dictated by the application and should be reflected in site
specific plans. Figure 2-5 lists the switch assignments and their options. 
The option shown in Figure 2-5 is typical for most applications. 
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8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

OPEN• 1 

CLOSE,. 0 

l L BAUD RATE 

PARITY ENABLE 

PARITY SELECT 

RESERVED 

Figure 2-4. DIP switch SW7 Assignments 

SV7: SV7: 
4 3 2 1 BAUD RATE 4 3 2 1 BAUD RATE 

c c c c RESERVED O C C C 1200 
C C C O RESERVED O C C O 2400 
C C O C RESERVED O C O C 4800 
C C O O RESERVED O C O O 9600 
C O C C RESERVED 0 0 C C RESERVED 
C O C O 150 0 0 C O RESERVED 
C O O C 300 0 0 0 C RESERVED 
C O O O 600 O O O O RESERVED 

Figure 2-5. Baud Rate Options 

SV7: 
6 5 PARITY OPTIONS 

x c DISABLE PARITY 
C O ENABLE ODD PARITY 
0 0 ENABLE EVEN PARITY 

Figure 2-6. Parity Options 
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2.6.2.2 Parity Enable/Disable 

The use of parity in communication with both the normal and standby computer 
systems is selected with SW7:5. By placing this switch in the opened position 
parity generation and checking is enabled. By placing this switch in the 
closed position the use of parity is disabled. Programming is dictated by the 
application and should be reflected in site specific plans. The option shown 
in Figure 2-6 is typical. 

2.6.2.3 Parity Selection 

The type of parity implemented in communication with both the normal and 
standby computer systems is selected with SW7:6 if the use of parity has been 
enabled. By placing this switch in the opened position even parity is 
selected. By placing this switch in the closed position odd parity is 
selected. Programming is dictated by the application and should be reflected 
in site-specific plans. 

2.6.2.4 Computer Watchdog Timeout Selection (See Figures 2-7 and 2-8) 

The computer watchdog timeout must be programmed into SWB. This parameter is 
entered as an eight bit binary value between O and 255 (decimal) and represents 
units of 100 milliseconds, or tenths of seconds. The proper timeout selection 
is determined on a individual application basis and should be reflected in site 
specific plans. Figures 2-7 and 2-8 give the binary weighted values of the 
switches in SW8 and some examples of selections. 

2.6.2.5 Failure Reset Timeout Selection (See Figures 2-9 and 2-10) 

The failure reset timeout period may be programmed into SW9:1 and SW9:2. If 
automatic reset of a failed off-line computer is enabled, this parameter 
determines the length of time that the PSSM delays in attempting to reset the 
failed computer. The reset is inhibited if the failed computer re-establishes 
communication with the PSSM within the selected timeout period. Figures 2-9 
and 2-10 list the switch assignments and their options. 

2.6.2.6 Automatic Reset of Failed Off-line Computer 

The PSSM provides an option through SW9:3 to enable or disable the hardware 
reset of a failed off-line computer system. This feature is enabled by placing 
the switch in the opened position and is disabled by placing it in the closed 
position. This is a dynamic option, no reset is necessary for changes to this 
switch to take effect. Figure 2-9 shows this switch in the closed position to 
disable the function. 
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8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

88888888 
128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 

OPEN,. 1 

CLOSE .. 0 

<-- BINARY WIGHT 
IN DECIMAL 

Figure 2-7. Binary Weights for Switch Positions 

SYS: TIMEOUT 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 (MS) 

c c c c c c c c RESERVED 
C C C C C C C O 100 
C C C C C C O C 200 
C C C C C C O O 300 
C C C C C O C C 400 
C C C C C O C O 500 
C C C C C O O C 600 
C C C C C O O O 700 
C C C C O C C C 800 ... . .. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 C O 25300 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 25400 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25500 

Figure 2-8. Computer Watchdog Timeout Examples 
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8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

I I 

OPEN• 1 

CLOSE• 0 

l ~ FAILURE RESET TIMEOUT 

AUTOMATIC RESET 

-- AUTOMATIC READY 

- RESERVED 

Figure 2~9. DIP Switch SW9 Positions 

S\19: 
4 3 2 1 SV9 OPTIONS 

xx cc 5 MINUTE RESET DELAY 
XX CO 10 MINUTE RESET DELAY 
XX O C 20 MINUTE RESET DELAY 
XX O O 30 MINUTE RESET DELAY 

x c xx DISABLE AUTOMATIC RESET 
XO XX ENABLE AUTOMATIC RESET 

c xx x DISABLE AUTOMATIC READY 
OX XX ENABLE AUTOMATIC READY 

Figure 2-10. SW9 Options 
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2.6.2.7 Automatic Off-line Computer Re~dy 

The PSSM provides an option through SW9:4 to enable or disable the automatic 
declaration of an off-line computer as ready. This feature is enabled by 
placing the switch in the opened position and is disabled by placing the switch 
in the closed position. 

When this feature is enabled, the PSSM automatically declares the off-line 
computer ready once proper communication has been established with it. When 
disabled, the PSSM requires manual intervention to declare the off-line 
computer ready. This is a dynamic option, no reset is necessary for changes to 
this switch to take effect. Figure 2-9 shows this switch in the opened 
position to enable the function. 

2.7 POWER CONVERTER ADJUSTMENT (see Figure 2-3) 

The power converter should be properly adjusted to provide 5 Vdc to the TTL 
logic devices on the on the printed circuit boards. The voltage is checked by 
connecting a digital voltmeter to test points TS4 (COM) and TS15 on the 
microorocessor board. The 5 volt output adjustment on the power converter is 
accessible from the top of housing as installed within the drawer. When first 
installing a PSSM, the LOW VOLTAGE THRESHOLD adjustment on the microprocessor 
board should be verified before final adjustment of the 5 volt supply is 
performed. There is no adjustment required for the ±12 Vdc supply from the 
converter. 

To verify the LOW VOLTAGE THRESHOLD: 

1. Adjust the 5 volt supply to obtain 4.60 Vdc ± 0.03 Vdc measured at 
TS15 and verify that the reset LED (LEDl) flashes. 

2. Next, adjust the 5 volt supply to obtain 4.85 Vdc measured at TS15 and 
verify that the LED stops flashing. 

3. If the LED does not function as described, adjustment of the LOW 
VOLTAGE THRESHOLD is indicated. This adjustment is described in the 
next section. 

4. Final Adjustment of the 5 volt supply must be made to obtain 5.05 Vdc 
± 0.05 Vdc measured at TS15. 

2.8 LOW VOLTAGE THRESHOLD ADJUSTMENT (see Figure 2-3) 

The LOW VOLTAGE THRESHOLD detect circuit on the microprocessor board constantly 
monitors the 5 volt supply to the components. An adjustment is provided to set 
the level at which the circuit will assert the board reset. The level is pre
set at the factory and adjustment should not be necessary under normal 
circumstances. If the adjustment is suspected to be incorrect, the following 
procedure may be used to perform a field adjustment. 
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1. Temporarily move jumper Jl to the B-C position. 

2. Verify jumper J8 is in the A-3 position. 

3. Connect a digital voltmeter to TS15 (+) and TS4 (COM) on the 
microprocessor board. 

4. Adjust the 5 volt supply to obtain 4.85 Vdc. 

5. If the reset LED (LEDl) is flashing, adjust pot R7 counter - clockwise 
until the LED stops flashing. 

6. Adjust the 5 volt supply to obtain 4.60 Vdc ± 0.03 Vdc. 

7. If LEDl does not flash, adjust R7 clockwise until the LED does flash. 

8. Adjust R7 counter - clockwise until LEDl just stops flashing, then 
adjust clockwise until it just starts to flash again. 

9. Increase the 5 volt supply until the reset LED stops flashing. The 
meter should read less than 4.85 Vdc. If the LED does not stop 
flashing, begin the procedure again at step 4. If the voltage is too 
high, and several adjustment attempts have been performed, a component 
defect is the probable cause. 

10. Adjust the 5 volt supply to obtain 4.60 Vdc ± 0.03 Vdc. Verify that 
LEDl flashes. If it does not flash at this voltage level, begin the 
procedure again at step 4. 

11. A reading of 4.70 Vdc ± 0.20 Vdc should be obtained at TS16. If this 
is not the case, a component defect is the probable cause. 

12. Adjust the 5 volt converter output as described in the preceeding 
section. 

13. Return jumper Jl to its correct position. 
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3.1 OVERVIEW 

SECTION III 
OPER.~7ION 

When power is first applied or the reset switch is pressed, the microprocessor 
board executes a series of self-tests to verify the integrity of memory. If 
the self-tests fail, the i~ternal watchdog timer is allowed to trip and reset 
the microprocessor. This is indicated by LEDl flashing on the board. 
Following successful completion of these tests, the DIP switches are read and 
the unit determines whether the normal or standby computer system is to be on
line. The unit assumes both computers are failed and waits for each to 
establish communication with it. 

The status of "on-line" simply indicates which computer is to be responsible 
for control functions, as determined by the actual position of external 
switching equipment. It does not necessarily reflect the operational state, 
capability, or health of either computer system. Deterrnin~tion of the on-line 
computer is primarily based on the hardware indication of the position of the 
external switching equipment. The on-line indication inputs are examined only 
on power-up or reset and ignored afterwards. If on-line status cannot be 
determined from the hardware indications, the PSSM then checks its battery 
backed-up memory to determine which computer was last on-line. If on-line 
status cannot be determined from memory, then the PSSM assumes that the normal 
computer (CPU A) is to be on-line. 

3.2 POWER-ON PROCEDURE 

Under normal operating conditions, power should never be removed from the PSSM. 
However, when the unit requires maintenance or replacement, power may be 
removed provided certain guidelines are followed when power is restored. 
Failure to follow these guidelines increases the risk of adverse effects on the 
control computer systems. 

1. Before applying power to the PSSM, disable the automatic transfer of 
control by: 

a. Placing the external switch in the appropriate position. 

b. Disconnecting the control outputs to the switching equipment as well 
as any computer reset circuits (output modules 1 through 4). 

2. Apply power to the unit and wait for it to display normal operational 
messages on the front panel (ex: ON-LINE, FAILED, etc.). 

3. Re-enable automatic transfer of control only after the control outputs have 
been re-connected. 

It is recommended that the above procedure be followed because the power-up 
state of the control outputs is unpredictable during the unit's reset period. 
The disabling of automatic transfers prevents the PSSM from attempting 
legitimate transfers with the control outputs disconnected. 
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3.3 COMPUTER STATUS DISPLAY 

The status of both the normal (A) and standby (B) computers is displayed on the 
front panel of the PSSM. Information is conveyed on the alphanumeric display 
as well as through discrete LEDs. The INPUT and OUTPUT LEDs reflect the state 
of the digital inputs and outputs and are discussed in sections 2.4 and 2.5. 

3.3.1 On-line 

On-line status of either computer is indicated on the alphanumeric display with 
the text ON-LINE and by the appropriate ONL LED. 

Steady display: 

Flashing display: 

3 .3 .2 Ready 

Corresponding computer has control responsibility and 
is communicating properly with the PSSM. 

Corresponding computer has control responsibility but 
is declared failed due to either a lack of or improper 
communication with the PSSM. 

Ready status of the off-line computer is indicated on the alphanumeric display 
with the text READY and by the appropriate RDY LED. The RDY LEDs indicate for 
both the normal and standby computers but the READY text is only displayed for 
the off-line computer. An on-line computer that is not failed is assumed to be 
READY. 

Flashing display: 

Steady display: 

3.3.3 Failed 

Off-line computer is communicating properly with the 
PSSM and that the PSSM is waiting for manual 
intervention to place the computer in a READY state. 
The flashing READY display may only occur if the 
Automatic Off-line Computer Ready feature has been 
disabled. 

Off-line computer is communicating properly with the 
PSSM. The PSSM assumes that the computer is available 
to take control responsibility. Note that no automatic 
transfer may occur unless that feature is enabled and 
the on-line computer is failed. 

Failed status of either computer is indicated on the alphanumeric display with 
the text FAILED and by the appropriate FAIL LEDs. 

Steady display: 

Flashing display: 

Failure of the off-line computer due to improper or 
lack of communication with the PSSM. 

Failure of the on-line computer due to improper or lack 
of communication with the PSSM. 
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3.3.4 Unavaila~le 

Unavailability of the of£-~ine computer __ ; indicated on the alphanumeric 
display with the text UNAVAIL. This sta~.1s indicat:!s that the off-line 
computer i3 no longer READY to accept con~rol responsibil.ity but has not yet 
failed. If the computer can re-establish proper communication with the PSSM 
within the watchdog timeout period, the sys:em may be declared READY again 
without manual intervention. 

3.4 MANUAL OFF-LINE COMPUT~R READY 

If the Automatic Off-line Computer READY feature is disabled, manual 
intervention is required to make the off-line computer READY, and therefore 
available to accept the transfer of control responsibility. Manual 
interT.,ntion is indicated by a flashing READY display and is accomplished by 
pressing the appropriate external pushbutton. 

3.5 MANUAL TRANSFER 

Manual transfer of control may be performed at any t~me by pressing the 
appro?riate external pushbutton. Control may be transferred to either the 
normal (A) or standby (B) computer regardless of the operational state of 
either one. 

3.6 AUTOMATIC TRANSFER 

Automatic transfer of control may be enabled or disabled by placing the 
external switch in the appropriate position. 

Enabled: 

Disabled 

XFER LED on the front panel is illuminated. Transfer of 
control from a FAILED on-line computer to a READY off-line 
computer may occur automatically on the next cycle of the 
associated watchdog timer. 

XFER LED is dark. No automatic transfer may take place. 

3.7 FAILED OFF-LINE COMPUTER RESET 

The PSSM may be optioned to automatically reset a failed off-line computer. 
When enabled, reset attempts may be made upon automatic transfer of control or 
delayed a pre-determined length of time after an individual failure has been 
decla=ed. This feature allows operation in a temporarily unattended 
environment by providing the PSSM with some ability to attempt recovery from 
system failures. This feature is inhibited anytime that automatic transfer is 
disabled. 
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3.8 COMPUTER COMMUNICATION 

Messages exchanged between the PSSM and the control computers consist of 
single, eight bit bytes. The computer systems communicate independently and 
are the master in each conversation. The PSSM is permitted to respond to a 
given computer only when a message is received from it. Status information is 
conveyed with individual bit flags in each message. 

3.8.1 Computer to PSSM 

The PSSM determines system functionality from a sequence of messages received 
from each computer. The two low-order bits in each message are examined by the 
PSSM while it waits to receive an alternating sequence of messages to declare a 
system not failed. As alternating messages are received, the PSSM re-arms the 
watchdog timer for that computer. In normal operation, the watchdog timer is 
repeatedly re-armed before it expires. Lack of communication or a non
alternating sequence of messages results in the given watchdog timer not being 
re-armed. Expiration of a watchdog timer causes a failed condition to be 
declared for the given computer. Figure 3-1 shows the format of the message 
used by the computer to communicate with the PSSM. 

3.8.2 PSSM To Computer 

The PSSM returns status information to each computer regarding the current 
condition of both systems. Figure 3-2 shows the format of the message used by 
the PSSM to communicate with the computer. 

3.8.2.1 This Computer Failed 

This flag indicates the failed status of the given computer. When set, it 
indicates that the computer is failed. When cleared, it indicates that the 
computer is not failed. 

3.8.2.2. Other Computer Failed 

This flag indicates the failed status of the other computer. When set, it 
indicates that the computer is failed. When cleared, it indicates that the 
computer is not failed. 

3.8.2.3 This/Other Computer On-line 

This flag indicates whether the given (this) or other computer is physically 
on-line. When set, it indicates that the given computer is on-line. When 
cleared, it indicates that the other computer is on-line. 

3.8.2.4 Computer Ready 
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This flag ir.dicates the ready status cf the given cc:;,::puter. When set, it 
indicates ::.hat the computer is ready tn accept cent.::·-=--. When cl~ared, it 
indicates that the computer is not ready. 

3.8.2.5 Other Computer Ready 

This flag indicates the ready status of the other computer. When set, it 
indicates that the computer is ready to accept control. When cleared, it 
indicates that the computer is not ready. 

3.8.2.6 A/B Computer 

This flag indicates to the given computer that it is assigned as either the 
normal (CPU A) or standby (CPU B) computer. The normal computer is indicated 
with this flag set while the standby computer is indicated with this flag 
cleared. 
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(00, 11: NOT READY 
01, 10: READY) 

Figure 3-1. Computer-to-PSSM Message Format 

[1161514131211101 (BITS) 

lL L THIS COMPUTER FAILED 

OTHER COMPUTER FAILED 

THIS/OTHER COMPUTER ONLINE 

THIS COMPUTER READY 

OTHER COMPUTER READY 

A/B COMPUTER 

RESERVED 

Figure 3-2. PSSM-to-Computer Message Format 
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4.1 UNIT REPAIR 

SECTION IV 
MAINTENJI...NCE 

If the PSSM appears to be faulty, replace the unit and return the it to US&S 
for repair or replacement. Component level troubleshooting on the PSSM printed 
circuit boards is not recommended. Do not attempt to service the power 
converter module. Socketted IC devices and the plug-in output modules may be 
replaced if they appear to be the cause of the fault. 

Call 1-800-652-7276 and request a Returned Material Report (RMR) form to retGrn 
defective equipment. Before returning a unit for repair, make certain that all 
switch options have been set correctly and that all socketted devices are 
correctly installed. Such conditions can give the appearance of a defective 
unit. 

4.2 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

The PSSM does not requir~ periodic maintenance. It is recommended that 
transfers be performed periodically to verify operation of the switching 
equipment and associated control circuitry. 
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